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Chapter 20 Let Me Participate in the Inter–School Chess Tournament  

Sun’s move worked well, and everyone turned their attention to Hedy when they heard she had a questi

on.  

Hedy asked, “Do you all know about the Inter-School Chess Tournament?”  

“Of course.”  

Each one of them took turns explaining and adding information. “It’s an annual competition held among 

eight high schools, authorized by the San Francisco’s Chess Association.”  

“The eight high schools include LWHS, San Francisco Waldorf High School, San Francisco International Hi

gh School, Abraham Lincoln High School… and Lowell High School.”  

“Lowell High School is the only private elite school among them.”  

“Each year, the eight high 

schools take turns hosting the tournament, and this year it happens to be Lowell High School’s turn to b

e the host.”  

“Our school has already 

selected twenty students at the beginning of the year and has been training them ever since.”  

“What’s unique about this tournament is that it’s not only a competition among students 

but also mentors.”  

“In the 

finals, if the scores of the student participants end up tied, the mentors will battle it out to secure the fin

al point.”  

“If a mentor is unavailable or unwilling, the school can appoint a student to take their place, although no

 one has done so yet.”  

 “You fool! Of course, no one would do that. The student participants are rookies, while the mentors 

are like level bosses. Have you ever seen a rookie defeat a boss alone?”  

“That’s right, haha! So, Goddess Hedy, why are you asking about this?”  

This was the source of confusion among the Class 7 students.  

“I’m participating in this tournament,” Hedy’s exquisite face revealed a determined expression.  

It wasn’t a mere “desire,” but a “demand.”  

She was determined to participate, determined to win, and determined to complete Trial Mission (2).  

Sun looked troubled. “That might be difficult.”  

The Inter–School Tournament wasn’t a stage where one could simply claim a spot.  



It was an event that reflected the reputation of the school, and the twenty participating students were c

arefully selected by the school.  

Furthermore, this tournament was of great importance to those twenty  

students.  

They needed this competition to evaluate and improve their skills, and if they missed this opportunity, t

hey would have to wait until the end of the year.  

Moreover, the tournament explicitly stated that each school could only send twenty students, no more.  

In such a situation, they couldn’t expect one of the originally selected twenty students to willingly give u

p their spot for Goddess Hedy.  

Chiar z 1. et le Parcsparte to the Inter–Show Chairs Tama  

The lively prelude filled the air as the faculty and students gathered for the assembly in the square.  

Hedy furrowed her brow and joined the students as they assembled.  

Kelly was hosting this assembly.  

Despite his petite figure, he always managed to display an air of dignity and cuteness when handling seri

ous business.  

He first announced the cause of the staged accident from the previous night and issued 

punishments to those responsible.  

Then he praised Hedy for her rescue of the young boy.  

As his words fell, the crowd broke into rapturous applause.  

Gloria was also applauding, her beautiful face full of admiration, but she kept sneering in her heart.  

Could Hedy’s actions truly be considered saving the young boy?  

In reality, she just happened to be near the boy and was lightly brushed by a support beam!  

It couldn’t be considered sacrificing herself to save the boy!  

The fact that she left the scene of the accident safe and sound proved  

it!  

Yet, her act was being glorified by the school as heroic, which was truly ridiculous!  

Because of this incident, Hedy’s votes on the school beauty 

rankings skyrocketed overnight, rising to second place, just below Gloria!  

Given her current momentum, she could surpass Gloria in the future.  

Chaser en in Madusate in the biseri  

A Frie  



Fortunately, the annual Inter–School Chess Tournament was about to begin  

As long as Gloria performed outstandingly in the tournament, she would remain the only goddess of Lo

well High School.  

At that time, she could also take Hedy down a peg.  

Gloria was busy plotting her schemes, while Kelly called Hedy up on stage with a smile and asked.  

“I can reward you. What do you want?”  

A reward?  

Without hesitation, Hedy replied, “Let me participate in the Inter- School Chess Tournament.”  

Gloria’s pupils contracted!  

Kelly restrained his smile and said, “Why do you want to participate in that? The list of participants was f

inalized a long time ago.”  

This was not an easy wish to fulfill.  

“I can give my spot to Hedy,” Jayden from Class 1 raised his hand.  

He admired Hedy and was ashamed of what he had done.  

It was great to have the opportunity to make amends.  

“Thank you.” Hedy thanked calmly.  

With someone voluntarily withdrawing, it saved a lot of trouble.  

“You… you’re welcome!” Jayden blushed, and he quickly looked away.  

That was weird. She could have humiliated him and boldly taken the  

The students of Class 7 had mixed feelings about this situation.  


